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Programma di lingua e cultura inglese - Classe 3B -  

 

Dal libro di testo “ Performer", Compact edition -Editore Zanichelli: 

- The Celts 

- From the Anglo-Saxons to the Romans 

- The Norman Conquest and Feudalism 

- The origins of English 

- The First Plantagenet King 

- The Norman Conquest and Feudalism 

- Geoffrey Chaucer: life and works,  

- The Canterbury Tales: plot, the three estates, ridiculing the religion, Chaucer's   

language -  

- When in April Lines 1-42 

- The Wife of Bath: lettura e commento del brano. 

- Meet the Tudors dynasty.  

- Portraits of Queen Elizabeth - An expanding world. 

- William Shakespeare: England's genius 

- The English Renaissance -The Sonnet - Woman, lady, mistress 

- Sonnet CXXX "My Mistress' eyes" 

- Macbeth: the tragedy of ambition. - The three witches - Duncan's murder -   

Macberth's last monologue. 

 

 

Dal libro di testo "Venture 2" ed. Oxford: 

Unit 1: Relationships - Favourite possessions 

Vocabulary: Dating and relationships - Possessions. 

Grammar: Present perfect with alreaduy, just, still, yet, How long..? for,since, meet vs 

know - Past simple with How long..? Talking about recent actions, unfinished actions 

and situations. 

 

Unit 2: A Geography trip - The Environment 

Vocabulary: Geographical faetures - The Environment 

Grammar:  Modal verbs will, may, might - Zero and first conditional, if, when, unless - 

Talking about future possibilities - Talking about situations and results. 

 

Unit 3: At the airport - Money 

Vocabulary: Airports - Money and finances  

Grammar:  some, any, no, every compounds, too enough - make vs do; get 

Going to the airport - Talking about money 

 

Unit 4: Job interviews - Freedom and rules 

Vocabulary: Professional skills - Freedom and parental control 

Grammar:  Present perfect continuous with for, since - How long....? make, let, be 

allowed to - Talking about unfinished actions and states - Talking about permission 

and obligation  

 

Unit 5: Computers and technology - Design and innovation 

Vocabulary: The Internet and technology - Design and innovation 



Grammar:  Infinitive of purpose: to + verb - Expressing function: for + verb+ ing - 

Present simple passive, Past simple passive - Talking about facts and processes - 

Explaining the purpose of things. 

 

Unit 6: Describing places - Sightseeing 

Vocabulary: Describing places - Sightseeing 

Grammar:  Non-defining relative clauses with, where, which, who, whose - Modal 

verbs should, ought to, had better, why don't...? - Giving extra information about 

people or things - Asking for and giving advice. 

 

Unit 7: Household objects - Paranormal phenomena 

Vocabulary: Unexplained phenomena 

Grammar: Defining relative clauses, where, which, who, whose, that - Omitting the 

relative pronoun - Modal verbs must, may/might/could, can't - Describing and giving  

information about people or things - Modal verbs for speculating - Making deductions 

Speculating about the past. 

 

Unit 8: University life - American English. 

Vocabulary: Education: university - British and American English 

Grammar:used to, be used to, get used to - Talking about states and habitual actions in 

the past - Talking about habits and familiar things. 
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